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As tourette syndrome (TS) is a common neurobehavioral disorder, the primary symptoms
of which include behavioral stereotypies. Dysfunction of the substantia nigra–striatum
network could be the main pathogenesis of TS, which is closely associated with
dopamine (DA) and its receptors. TS is often resistant to conventional treatments.
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the neurobiological mechanisms underlying
its pathogenesis. In this study, we investigated whether chemogenetic activation or
inhibition of dopaminergic D1 receptor (D1R)- or D2 receptor (D2R)-containing neurons
in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) or dorsal striatum (dSTR) affected the
stereotyped behavior and motor functions of TS mice. Intraperitoneal injection of 3,3′-
iminodipropionitrile (IDPN) was used to induce TS in mice. Stereotyped behavior test
and open-field, rotarod, and grip strength tests were performed to evaluate stereotyped
behavior and motor functions, respectively. Immunofluorescence labeling was used
to detect the co-labeling of virus fluorescence and D1R or D2R. We found that
chemogenetic inhibition of D1R- or D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc and dSTR
alleviated behavioral stereotypies and motor functions in TS mice. Chemogenetic
activation of D1R-containing neurons in the dSTR aggravated behavioral stereotypies
and motor functions in vehicle-treated mice, but neither was aggravated in TS mice. In
conclusion, chemogenetic inhibition of D1R- or D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc
and dSTR alleviated behavioral stereotypies of TS, providing a new treatment target for
TS. Moreover, the activation of D1R-containing neurons in the dSTR may contribute to
the pathogenesis of TS, which can be chosen as a more precise target for treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

Tourette syndrome (TS) is a common neurobehavioral disorder,
the primary symptoms of which include a variety of motor and
vocal behavioral stereotypies (Hsu et al., 2021). Male patients
have a higher incidence of TS than female patients, and the onset
occurs before the age of 18 and lasts for more than 1 year (Ganos
and Martino, 2015; Yang et al., 2016). Typically, behavioral
stereotypies are defined as rapid, recurrent, and brief movements
or vocalizations, the process of which gradually deteriorates
(Kawohl et al., 2009). Approximately 90% of patients with TS
are accompanied by neuropsychiatric diseases, among which
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, obsessive-compulsive
disorder, and impulse control disorder are the most common
complications (Ganos and Martino, 2015). The process of TS
reduces the quality of life in patients and puts a heavy burden
on the family and society (Dodel et al., 2010; Cen et al., 2020).
TS is often resistant to conventional treatments and remains a
major therapeutic challenge. It is necessary to investigate the
neurobiological mechanisms underlying the pathogenesis of TS
and choose more precise intervention targets.

There is sufficient evidence that the basal ganglia plays an
important role in the pathophysiology of TS, and the dopamine
(DA) system can affect locomotion behavior. The causes of TS
are mainly related to abnormalities in the substantia nigra–
striatum network (Groenewegen et al., 2003; Jakubovski and
Muller-Vahl, 2017; Hamamoto and Kano, 2018), which is closely
associated with DA and its receptors. The dopaminergic D1
receptor (D1R) and D2 receptor (D2R) are involved in the direct
and indirect pathways of basal ganglia function (Surmeier et al.,
2007). Activating D1R can enhance the role of the direct pathway
to promote movement, whereas activating D2R can inhibit the
indirect pathway (Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010; Lobo et al.,
2010; Ferguson et al., 2011). Thus, we wondered whether the
manipulation of D1R- or D2R-containing neurons could affect
stereotyped behavior in mice with TS, to explore the correlation
between DA receptors and the neurobiological mechanism of TS.

Dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta
(SNpc) are the main neurons responsible for DA synthesis in
the brain (Lerner et al., 2012). A large amount of DA is released
in the neural circuit of SNpc projections to the dorsal striatum
(dSTR) (Broderick and Phelix, 1997). In the substantia nigra–
striatum network, the dSTR plays an important role in the
motor regulation function mediated by the basal ganglia motor
regulation pathway (Groenewegen et al., 2003; Rodrigues et al.,
2017). Since the dSTR is associated with the early stages of the
motor process (Kravitz et al., 2010), it may also be involved in the
generation of TS-related behavioral stereotypies. The excessive
release of DA in the dSTR can cause abnormal behavioral
stereotypies in mice (Liu et al., 2020). After microinjection of the
GABAA antagonist picrotoxin (PTX) into the dSTR, mice showed
intermittent rapid, repetitive, and non-rhythmic movements of
the head and contralateral limbs, which were similar to the
behavioral stereotypies of patients with TS (Pogorelov et al.,
2015). Long-term administration of the D2R agonist quinpirole
induced TS-related behavioral stereotypies in rats (Nespoli et al.,
2018). This suggests that over-release of DA and overactivation

of D2R may contribute to TS-related behavioral stereotypies.
However, haloperidol, a D2R antagonist, has limited efficacy
in the treatment of TS with severe extrapyramidal side effects
(Silva et al., 1996; Mogwitz et al., 2013; Egolf and Coffey, 2014).
Therefore, it is worthwhile to develop a new intervention method
to treat TS, such as chemogenetic strategies.

Studies have shown that neural activity in the SNpc of patients
with TS is stronger than that of normal subjects in the presence
of spontaneous and non-spontaneous behavioral stereotypies,
reflecting the overactivity of SNpc dopaminergic neurons in
patients with TS (Baym et al., 2008). D1Rs and D2Rs are
distributed on DA neurons in the SNpc, as well as inhibitory
interneurons (Yung et al., 1995; Beaulieu and Gainetdinov,
2011; Yang et al., 2019). In addition, D2Rs are distributed on
GABAergic projecting neurons of the indirect pathway and
inhibitory interneurons in the dSTR (Alcantara et al., 2003;
Maurice et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2009; Jijon-Lorenzo et al., 2018;
Brandenburg et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020). However, D1R is
only expressed on GABAergic projecting neurons of the direct
pathway in the dSTR (Avila-Luna et al., 2019; Assali et al., 2021),
which is closely related to the regulation of dyskinesia in patients
with Parkinson’s disease (Calabrese et al., 2020). Therefore,
we wondered whether manipulating D1R- or D2R-containing
neurons in the SNpc or dSTR by chemogenetic strategies affected
behavioral stereotypies in normal and TS mice. We hypothesized
that D1R in the dSTR may be a more precise target to treat TS,
since it is distributed on only one type of neuron.

3,3′-Iminodipropionitrile (IDPN) is a synthetic organic nitrile,
and it is the most commonly used inducer of TS in animal models
as its effects can last a long time (Wang et al., 2013, 2021; Zhang
et al., 2014; Zhang and Li, 2015a,b; Xie et al., 2016; Chen et al.,
2019; Zhao et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021). Our previous research
results also showed that IDPN induced abnormal stereotyped
behavior in mice (Lin et al., 2019), which caused a behavioral
syndrome in rodents similar to the symptoms of patients with
TS, such as featuring lateral and vertical head-shakes, random
circling, hyperactivity, and elevated acoustic startle response
(Khan and Ibrahim, 2015; Zhang and Li, 2015c; Wang et al.,
2021). Therefore, we used IDPN to induce a model of TS in mice.
We improved the score sheet of stereotyped behavior based on
the typical symptoms of patients with TS and relevant studies, in
order to evaluate the stereotyped behavior of mice (Wang et al.,
2013; Proietti Onori et al., 2014).

In this study, we investigated whether chemogenetic activation
or inhibition of D1R- or D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc
or dSTR affected the stereotyped behavior and motor functions
of IDPN-induced TS mice, in order to find the neurobiological
mechanism of the pathogenesis of TS and choose more precise
intervention targets for the treatment of TS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
All D1R-cre mice [MMRRC Tg (Drd1a cre) EY262Gsat],
D2R-cre mice [MMRRC Tg (Drd2-cre) ER44Gsat], and their
wild-type littermate (WT) mice (male, aged 8 weeks, and
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18–21g) maintained on a C57BL/6 congenic background
were kindly provided by Professor Tonghui Xu (Fudan
University, Shanghai, China) (Li et al., 2018). All animal
experimental protocols conformed to the Animal Management
Rules of the Chinese Ministry of Health, and this study was
approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the Chinese
Academy of Medical Sciences. The mice were maintained in a
controlled environment with a temperature of 21 ± 1◦C and
a relative humidity of 60% ± 10% under a 12-h light/dark
cycle (lights on at 7 a.m.), and had free access to food
and water. The mice were housed individually in standard
polypropylene plastic cages (318 mm × 202 mm × 136 mm)
with sawdust bedding and water and food ad libitum (Xietong
Pharmaceutical Biotechnology Limited Liability Company,
Jiangsu, China).

Viruses Constructs and Surgery
Chemogenetic strategies: rAAV-hSyn-DIO-hM3D(Gq)-
mCherry-WPRE-pA (hM3Dq) or rAAV-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-
mCherry-WPREs-pA (hM4Di) were microinjected into the
bilateral SNpc or dSTR, respectively, of D1R-cre, D2R-cre,
or wild-type littermate mice, to activate or inhibit neurons
containing dopaminergic D1R and D2R. rAAV-hSyn-DIO-
mCherry was selected as the control virus. All viruses used in
this study were acquired from Wuhan BrainVTA Scientific and
Technical Corporation.

Before surgery, each mouse was anesthetized with isoflurane
and fixed in a stereotaxic apparatus (RWD Instruments,
China). A 1.5-cm-long longitudinal incision was made along
the midline of the skull, and the periosteum was gently
removed from the exposed surface of the surgical area. The
coordinates of the SNpc were as follows: -3.3 mm from
the bregma, 1.6 mm lateral from the midline, and 3.7 mm
ventral to the skull. The coordinates of the dSTR were as
follows: 0.5 mm from the bregma, 1.5 mm lateral from the
midline, and 2.7 mm ventral to the skull. Desired virus vectors
(200 nL) were injected into the SNpc or dSTR at a rate
of 30 nL per 60 s.

Tourette Syndrome Model
The adaptation period between arrival at the laboratory
and the start of testing was 1 week. After 1 week, the
vehicle group mice were intraperitoneally (i.p.) injected
with saline (0.9%) once a day for 7 consecutive days.
The TS group mice were intraperitoneally injected with
IDPN (350 mg/kg, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, United States)
once a day for 7 consecutive days. The ethological score
between each group was balanced, by referring to the
evaluation grade of stereotypy (Table 1). On the 8th day,
the score of stereotyped behavior of mice was greater
than or equal to 2 points, which proved a successful
IDPN-induced TS model.

Behavioral Tests
Stereotyped Behavior Test
The stereotyped behavior test was conducted by two trained and
independent observers who were familiar with the measurements

TABLE 1 | Behavior measurements referring to evaluating grades of stereotypy.

Score Stereotypy

0 No stereotypy or normal activitya

1 Discontinuous circling behaviorb

Occasional head twitching

2 Occasionally vertical dyskinetic head and neck movements
Occasional sniffing, licking, and biting

3 Continuous circling behavior, increased body raising
Increased sniffing, repetitive grooming (such as paw-to-mouth
movements)c

4 Increased lateral and vertical dyskinetic head and neck movements

aSuch as immobility (no visible movement of the animal).
bSuch as clockwise/counterclockwise circling, loosely circular path traced
on the cage floor.
cSuch as head-down sniffing (nose in contact with the floor), grooming (self-
cleaning with mouth or paws), and face washing (forepaws moving back and forth
from the ears to the snout and mouth).

but blinded to the group allocation. They grouped the mice
themselves and then randomly tested all mice and scored them
according to the random number table method. Finally, the
results were correctly counted by an experimenter who was
aware of the group allocation. The observers placed the mice
in the box and recorded a 30-min video for each mouse.
The apparatus used for stereotyped behavior was a round,
black plastic box with a diameter of 16 cm and a height
of 14 cm, and the camera was placed at the top. The light
condition during the observation period was created with
an LED tube (consistent with the illumination of the usual
living environment of the mouse), which lasted throughout the
experiment. Before the test, the observers sprayed the inside and
bottom of the box and the transparent lid with 75% alcohol
and wiped it with a paper towel. Each animal was observed
for 1 min every 5 min for a total of six periods. One or more
episodes in accordance with the grades were used to obtain the
corresponding score and calculate the average score on the basis
of results from two observers, as objective indicators of behavioral
changes (Table 1).

Rotarod Test
To assess the motor coordination of mice, they were individually
placed on a rotarod (YLS-4C, Yiyan, Jiang, China) for 5 min at
4 rpm at 10:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. for 3 days before the formal
test, to allow the mice to learn how to use the apparatus. The
rotarod moved at an initial speed of 4 rpm and subsequently
accelerated to 40 rpm in 5 min. Mice were held by the tail and
placed on the rotarod, facing away from the direction of rotation.
The falling time after the acceleration began was recorded. Each
mouse received three test sessions with at least a 5-min interval
between them, and the average time was calculated.

Grip Strength Test
To evaluate the muscle strength of mice, we performed a grip
strength test. We followed the manufacturer’s instructions for the
grip strength meter (YLS-13A, Zhenghua, Anhui, China), and the
statistical indicator was the grip force (g). Mice were placed on a
base plate (230 mm × 250 mm) in front of a grasping bar. The
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bar was fitted to a force transducer connected to a peak amplifier.
The mice were pulled with their tails when grasping the bar. The
maximal grip force was measured within 20 s.

Open-Field Test
We used a 50 cm × 50 cm black-walled open-field test box, and
a camera was installed directly above to record the trajectory.
After each mouse was tested, 75% alcohol was sprayed on the
test area and wiped with a paper towel, and then the next
mouse was placed. During the test, the mice were allowed to
move freely in the test area. The test duration for each mouse
was 10 min. This study recorded the movement trajectory,
total distance (mm), and resting time (s) of each mouse.
The data were processed and analyzed using the SuperMaze
software (Xinsoft SuperMaze Animal Behavior Analysis System,
Shanghai, China).

Immunofluorescence Labeling
On the 24th day, the mice of D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p.
Saline, D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. Saline, D2R-
cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. Saline, and D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p.
Saline group (n = 6 in each) were deeply anesthetized with
1% sodium pentobarbital anesthesia (50 mg/kg, i.p.) and
transcardially perfused with 100 mL of 37◦C normal saline
followed by 50 mL of 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) at 4◦C for fixation. The brain
tissues were quickly separated and post-fixed for 6–8 h in
the same fixative solution and dehydrated in 20% sucrose
in 0.1 M PBS for 24 h and 30% sucrose in 0.1 M PBS for
24 h at 4◦C. The sections were cut (60 µm in thickness)
on a cryostat, mounted onto gelatin-coated slides, and
air-dried overnight.

The sections were rinsed in 0.01 M PBS, blocked for 1 h
with 5% donkey serum and 0.2% Tween-20 in PBS, and then
incubated with the following primary antibodies at 37◦C for
1 h and at 4◦C overnight: rabbit anti-D1R (1:500, Ab20066,
Abcam) and rabbit anti-D2R (1:100, PAA673Mu01, Cloud-
Clone). Subsequently, the sections were washed four times in
PBS for 5 min and incubated with the corresponding secondary
antibodies, donkey anti-rabbit IgG conjugated with DyLight 488
(1:400, 711-545-152, Jackson Immune Research). Sections were
washed four times with 0.05% Tween-20 in PBS for 5 min
and then cover-slipped. Olympus BX51 fluorescence microscope
was used to view the sections, and images were captured using
Qimaging Camera and QCapture software. Five to six sections
were randomly selected from each mouse. Images were analyzed
using the NIH Image J software (Bethesda, MD, United States).
The layouts of the images were based on Photoshop CS5 (ADOBE
Company, United States).

Data Analysis
All data analyses were conducted using GraphPad Prism 7
(GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, United States). Data are
presented as the mean ± SEM. Normality of data was checked
by Shapiro–Wilk test. We used one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s
post hoc test to analyze behavioral data between different groups.
P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

The Neurons Containing Dopaminergic
D1 Receptor or Dopaminergic D2
Receptor in the Substantia Nigra Pars
Compacta or Dorsal Striatum Were
Effectively Transfected With hM4Di or
hM3Dq
In order to investigate the correlation between the neurons
containing D1R or D2R in the SNpc or dSTR and locomotor
activities in TS mice, we used D1R-cre, D2R-cre, and their wild-
type littermate (WT) mice. The hM3Dq, hM4Di, or control virus
was microinjected into the SNpc or dSTR (Figure 1A). Then,
IDPN was injected intraperitoneally to establish the TS model.
After the virus was fully expressed for 3 weeks, behavioral tests
were performed (Figure 1B).

Immunofluorescence labeling showed that there were co-
labels of hM4Di and D1R or D2R, and hM3Dq and D1R
or D2R (total co-labeling rate was greater than 90%) in the
SNpc (Supplementary Figure 1) and dSTR (Supplementary
Figure 2), respectively, indicating that the microinjection of the
virus effectively transfected neurons containing D1R or D2R in
the SNpc and dSTR.

Chemogenetic Inhibition of
Dopaminergic D1 Receptor-Containing
Neurons in the Substantia Nigra Pars
Compacta Significantly Alleviated
Involuntary Behavioral Stereotypies of
Tourette Syndrome Mice
Behavioral tests were performed to explore the changes in
locomotor activity in mice after D1R-containing neurons in
the SNpc were activated or inhibited by the chemogenetic
approach. We found that after injection of saline (i.p. Saline,
contrast with CNO), there was no significant difference in the
score of stereotyped behavior, total distance, resting time in the
open-field test, retention time on the rotarod, and grip force
between the WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group
(WT + m) and D1R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline
group (Veh + m), indicating that the change in genotype of
D1R-cre mice had no effect on locomotor activity compared
with WT mice (P > 0.05, Figures 2A, 3B,D and Supplementary
Figures 3A,C). In terms of the results of the stereotyped behavior
test, the score of stereotyped behavior in each IDPN-induced
TS group [D1R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. Saline group
(TS + m), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. Saline group (TS + Gq),
and D1R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. Saline group (TS + Gi)]
was significantly higher than that of each vehicle group [D1R-
cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p.Saline group (Veh + m), D1R-
cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. Saline group (Veh + Gq), and D1R-
cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. Saline group (Veh + Gi)] (P < 0.05,
Figure 2A), indicating successful modeling.

Thirty minutes after the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO), the
scores of stereotyped behavior in each IDPN-induced TS group
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FIGURE 1 | Experimental design. (A) Schematic diagram of the virus injection area. (B) Experimental design timeline. A total of 336 mice [including 144 D1R-cre
mice and 24 wild-type littermate (WT) mice, 144 D2R-cre mice, and 24 WT mice] participated in this experiment. After adaptive feeding for 1 week, they were
randomly divided into four large groups (84 mice in each large group), among which 72 D1R-cre mice and 12 WT mice were further divided into two small groups,
and 72 D2R-cre mice and 12 WT littermate mice were further divided into two small groups. On the first day, one small group of D1R-cre mice and WT littermate
mice, one small group of D2R-cre mice and WT mice were injected with the virus in the bilateral dSTR (200 nL/side), the other two small groups were injected with
the virus in the bilateral SNpc (200 nL/side). Eighty-four mice in each large group were randomly divided into 14 groups according to the injections of different drugs
or virus, including WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline (group a), D1R or D2R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (group b), D1R or
D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. Saline group (group c), D1R or D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. Saline group (group d), D1R or D2R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. Saline
group (group e), D1R or D2R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. Saline group (group f), D1R or D2R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. Saline group (group g), WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p.
CNO group (group h), D1R or D2R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (group i), D1R or D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. CNO group (group j), D1R or
D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. CNO group (group k), D1R or D2R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (group l), D1R or D2R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. CNO group
(group m) and D1R or D2R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. CNO group (group n) (n = 6 mice in each group). Mice in the groups a, b, e, h, i, and l were injected with a control
virus (mCherry). Mice in the groups c, f, j, and m were injected with hM3Dq. Mice in group d, g, k, and n were injected with hM4Di. After the virus injection, all mice
were back to the cage to rest for 4 days (days 2–5). On days 6–12, mice in groups e, f, g, l, m, and n were intraperitoneally injected with IDPN at 10:00 a.m. once
daily, and mice in the other groups were intraperitoneally injected with 0.9% saline (Vehicle, contrast with IDPN). On the 23rd day, mice in the a–g groups were
intraperitoneally injected with 0.9% saline (contrast with CNO), and mice in the h–n groups were intraperitoneally injected with clozapine N-oxide (CNO, Sigma, St.
Louis, MO, United States, 1 mg/kg). Thirty minutes later, behavioral tests were carried out to compare the differences between the groups. Brain tissues for
immunofluorescence labeled were collected on day 24.
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FIGURE 2 | Effects of activation or inhibition of the D1R-containing neurons in the SNpc and dSTR on stereotyped behavior in mice. (A) Evaluations of stereotyped
behavior scores of mice injected with virus in the SNpc 30 min after the injection of saline (i.p. Saline) in the WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (WT + m),
D1R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (Veh + m), D1R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (TS + m), D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. Saline group
(Veh + Gq), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. Saline group (TS + Gq), D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. Saline group (Veh + Gi), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. Saline group
(TS + Gi) on day 23. (B) Evaluations of stereotyped behavior scores of mice injected with virus in the SNpc 30 min after the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO) in the
WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (WT + m), D1R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (Veh + m), D1R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO group
(TS + m), D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. CNO group (Veh + Gq), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. CNO group (TS + Gq), D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. CNO group
(Veh + Gi), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. CNO group (TS + Gi) on day 23. (C) Evaluations of stereotyped behavior scores of mice injected with virus in the dSTR 30 min
after the injection of saline (i.p. Saline) in each group on day 23. (D) Evaluations of stereotyped behavior scores of mice injected with virus in the dSTR 30 min after
the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO) in each group on day 23. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM (n = 6 mice in each group), and the black line segment indicates the
differences between groups, * represents P < 0.05 between marked groups, n.s. represents P > 0.05 between marked groups.

(TS + m, TS + Gq, and TS + Gi) was significantly higher
than those of each vehicle group (Veh + m, Veh + Gq, and
Veh + Gi) (P < 0.05, Figure 2B), indicating that CNO did

not affect the effect of IDPN on the behavioral stereotypies.
There was no significant difference in the scores of stereotyped
behavior between D1R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. CNO (TS + Gq)
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and D1R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO (TS + m)
groups (P > 0.05, Figure 2B), indicating that chemogenetic
activation of D1R-containing neurons in the SNpc did not
affect the involuntary behavioral stereotypies in TS mice.
Compared with the D1R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO
group (TS + m), the score of stereotyped behavior of D1R-
cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p.CNO group (TS + Gi) was significantly
decreased (P < 0.05, Figure 2B), indicating that chemogenetic
inhibition of D1R-containing neurons in the SNpc significantly
alleviated involuntary behavioral stereotypies in TS mice.

Chemogenetic Activation of
Dopaminergic D1 Receptor-Containing
Neurons in the Dorsal Striatum
Significantly Aggravated Involuntary
Behavioral Stereotypies of
Vehicle-Treated Mice, While
Chemogenetic Inhibition of
Dopaminergic D1 Receptor-Containing
Neurons in the Dorsal Striatum
Significantly Alleviated Involuntary
Behavioral Stereotypies of Tourette
Syndrome Mice
The change in genotype of D1R-cre mice had no effect
on locomotor activity compared with WT mice (P > 0.05,
Figures 2C, 4B,D and Supplementary Figures 4A,C). In terms
of the results of the stereotyped behavior test, after the injection
of saline (i.p. Saline, contrast with CNO), the score of stereotyped
behavior in each IDPN-induced TS model group was significantly
higher than that of each vehicle group (P < 0.05, Figure 2C),
indicating successful modeling.

After the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO), the score of stereotyped
behavior of the D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. CNO group
(Veh + Gq) was significantly higher than that of the D1R-
cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (Veh + m)
(P < 0.05, Figure 2D), indicating that chemogenetic activation
of D1R-containing neurons in the dSTR significantly aggravated
involuntary behavioral stereotypies in vehicle-treated mice. At
the same time, there was no significant difference in the scores
of stereotyped behavior between D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p.
CNO (Veh + Gi) and D1R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p.
CNO (Veh + m) groups (P > 0.05, Figure 2D), indicating that
chemogenetic inhibition of D1R-containing neurons in the dSTR
had no significant effect on involuntary behavioral stereotypies in
vehicle-treated mice.

Compared with the D1R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO
group (TS + m), the score of stereotyped behavior of the D1R-
cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p.CNO group (TS + Gi) was significantly
decreased (P < 0.05, Figure 2D), indicating that chemogenetic
inhibition of D1R-containing neurons in the dSTR significantly
alleviated the involuntary behavioral stereotypies in TS mice.
There was no significant difference in the scores of stereotyped
behavior between D1R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. CNO (TS + Gq)
and D1R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO (TS + m) groups

(P > 0.05, Figure 2D), indicating that chemogenetic activation
of D1R-containing neurons in the dSTR did not affect the
involuntary behavioral stereotypies in TS mice.

Chemogenetic Inhibition of
Dopaminergic D2 Receptor-Containing
Neurons in the Substantia Nigra Pars
Compacta Significantly Alleviated
Involuntary Behavioral Stereotypies of
Tourette Syndrome Mice
The change in genotype of D2R-cre mice had no effect
on locomotor activity compared with WT mice (P > 0.05,
Figures 5A, 6B,D and Supplementary Figures 5A,C). The score
of stereotyped behavior in each TS group was significantly higher
than that of each vehicle group (P < 0.05, Figure 5A), indicating
successful modeling.

After the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO), the score of stereotyped
behavior in each IDPN-induced TS group (TS + m, TS + Gq,
and TS + Gi) was significantly higher than that of each vehicle
group (Veh + m, Veh + Gq, and Veh + Gi) (P < 0.05, Figure 5B),
indicating that CNO did not affect the effect of IDPN on the TS
model. Compared with the D2R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p.
CNO group (TS + m), the score of stereotyped behavior of
D2R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p.CNO group (TS + Gi) was
significantly decreased (P < 0.05, Figure 5B), indicating that
chemogenetic inhibition of D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc
significantly alleviated behavioral stereotypies in TS mice. There
was no significant difference in the scores of stereotyped behavior
between D2R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. CNO (TS + Gq) and D2R-
cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO (TS + m) groups (P > 0.05,
Figure 5B), indicating that chemogenetic activation of D2R-
containing neurons in the SNpc did not affect the involuntary
behavioral stereotypies in TS mice.

Chemogenetic Inhibition of
Dopaminergic D2 Receptor-Containing
Neurons in the Dorsal Striatum
Significantly Alleviated Involuntary
Behavioral Stereotypies of Tourette
Syndrome Mice
The change in genotype of D2R-cre mice had no effect
on locomotor activity compared with WT mice (P > 0.05,
Figures 5C, 7B,D and Supplementary Figures 6A,C). After the
injection of saline (i.p. Saline), the score of stereotyped behavior
in each TS group was significantly higher than that of each vehicle
group (P < 0.05, Figure 5C), indicating successful modeling.

After the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO), the score of stereotyped
behavior in each IDPN-induced TS group (TS + m, TS + Gq,
and TS + Gi) was significantly higher than that of each vehicle
group (Veh + m, Veh + Gq, and Veh + Gi) (P < 0.05, Figure 5D),
indicating that CNO did not affect the effect of IDPN on the TS
model. Compared with the D2R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p.
CNO group (TS + m), the score of stereotyped behavior of
D2R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p.CNO group (TS + Gi) was
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FIGURE 3 | Effects of activation or inhibition of D1R-containing neurons in the SNpc on total distance and resting time in the open-field test in mice. (A) Evaluations
of the trajectory in the open-field test in mice 30 min after the injection of saline (i.p. Saline) or CNO (i.p. CNO) in the WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group
(WT + m), D1R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (Veh + m), D1R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (TS + m), D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. Saline
group (Veh + Gq), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. Saline group (TS + Gq), D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. Saline group (Veh + Gi), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. Saline group
(TS + Gi), WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (WT + m), D1R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (Veh + m), D1R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO
group (TS + m), D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. CNO group (Veh + Gq), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. CNO group (TS + Gq), D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. CNO group
(Veh + Gi), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. CNO group (TS + Gi) on day 23. (B) Total distance in the open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the
injection of saline (i.p. Saline) on day 23. (C) Total distance in the open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO) on
day 23. (D) Resting time in the open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the injection of saline (i.p. Saline) on day 23. (E) Resting time in the
open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO) on day 23. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM (n = 6 mice in each
group), and the black line segment indicates the differences between groups, * represents P < 0.05 between marked groups, and n.s. represents P > 0.05 between
marked groups.
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significantly decreased (P < 0.05, Figure 5D), indicating that
chemogenetic inhibition of D2R-containing neurons in the dSTR
significantly alleviated behavioral stereotypies in TS mice. There
was no significant difference in the score of stereotyped behavior
between D2R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. CNO (TS + Gq) and D2R-
cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO (TS + m) groups (P > 0.05,
Figure 5D), indicating that chemogenetic activation of D2R-
containing neurons in the dSTR did not affect the involuntary
behavioral stereotypies in TS mice.

Chemogenetic Inhibition of
Dopaminergic D1 Receptor- or
Dopaminergic D2 Receptor-Containing
Neurons in the Substantia Nigra Pars
Compacta and Dorsal Striatum
Decreased the Activity in the Open-Field
Test of Tourette Syndrome Mice, While
Chemogenetic Activation of
Dopaminergic D1 Receptor-Containing
Neurons in the Dorsal Striatum
Increased the Activity in the Open-Field
Test of Vehicle-Treated Mice
The results of total distance and resting time of mice in the open-
field test were similar to those in the stereotyped behavior test
(Figures 3, 4, 6, 7). In the open-field test (Figures 3, 4, 6, 7A
was the trajectory in the open-field test), after the injection of
saline (i.p. Saline), compared with each vehicle group (Veh + m,
Veh + Gq and Veh + Gi), total distance in the open-field test
within 10 min of each TS model group (TS + m, TS + Gq and
TS + Gi) was significantly increased (P < 0.05, Figures 3, 4, 6,
7B), and resting time in the open-field test within 10 min was
significantly decreased (P < 0.05, Figures 3, 4, 6, 7D), indicating
that IDPN significantly increased the activity in mice.

After the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO), compared with the
TS + m group, total distance of the TS + Gi group was
significantly decreased (P < 0.05, Figures 3, 4, 6, 7C), and
resting time was significantly increased (P < 0.05, Figures 3, 4,
6, 7E). It indicated that after inhibiting D1R- or D2R-containing
neurons in the SNpc and dSTR, the activity in the open-field test
in TS mice was decreased. Compared with the TS + m group,
total distance and resting time of the TS + Gq group did not
significantly change (P > 0.05, Figures 3, 6, 7C,E). It indicated
that chemogenetic activation of D1R- or D2R-containing neurons
in the SNpc- and D2R-containing neurons in the dSTR did not
affect the activity in the open-field test in TS mice.

As shown in Figure 4, after the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO),
compared with the D1R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p.
CNO group (Veh + m), total distance of the D1R-
cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. CNO group (Veh + Gq) was
significantly increased (P < 0.05, Figure 4C), and resting
time was significantly decreased (P < 0.05, Figure 4E) in the
open-field test, indicating that after activating D1R-containing
neurons in the dSTR, the activity in the open-field test of
the vehicle-treated mice was increased. Compared with the

D1R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (Veh + m),
total distance and resting time in the open-field test of the
D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. CNO group (Veh + Gi) did
not significantly change (P > 0.05, Figures 4C,E). It indicated
that chemogenetic inhibition of D1R-containing neurons in
the dSTR did not affect the activity in the open-field test in
vehicle-treated mice.

In addition, chemogenetic activation or inhibition of D1R-
or D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc and dSTR had
no significant effect on motor coordination (Supplementary
Result Section “Chemogenetic Activation or Inhibition D1R
or D2R-Containing Neurons in the SNpc and dSTR Had No
Significant Effect on Motor Coordination and Grip Strength in
Mice” and Supplementary Figures 3–6A,B) and grip strength
(Supplementary Result Section “Chemogenetic Activation or
Inhibition D1R or D2R-Containing Neurons in the SNpc and
dSTR Had No Significant Effect on Motor Coordination and Grip
Strength in Mice” and Supplementary Figures 3–6C,D) of mice.

DISCUSSION

Tourette syndrome is a common neurobehavioral disorder
that is closely related to DA and its receptors (Nespoli et al.,
2018). A large number of studies have found that dysfunction
of the substantia nigra–striatum network could be the main
pathogenesis of TS, which is closely associated with the
hyperfunction of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons
(Zebardast et al., 2013). Our study showed that chemogenetic
inhibition of D1R- or D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc
and dSTR significantly alleviated involuntary behavioral
stereotypies in TS mice. Chemogenetically activating D1R-
containing neurons, but not D2R-containing neurons, in
the dSTR significantly aggravated behavioral stereotypies in
vehicle-treated mice. Chemogenetic activation or inhibition
of D1R- or D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc and dSTR
had no significant effect on the motor coordination and grip
strength of mice, and the results of total distance and the
resting time of mice in the open-field test were similar to those
of the stereotyped behavior test (Supplementary Table 1).
Previous studies have shown that the basal ganglia can
control different processes of movement by regulating
the DA system, thus playing an important role in the
pathophysiology of TS (Buot and Yelnik, 2012). The main
pathogenesis of TS is the hyperfunction of dopaminergic
neurons projecting from the substantia nigra to the striatum
(Cui Y. H. et al., 2013), leading to an increased release of DA
in the substantia nigra–striatum network, thereby causing TS
(Maqsood et al., 2020).

The basal ganglia motor system includes both direct and
indirect pathways. D1R and D2R are expressed in the direct and
indirect pathways, respectively (Beaulieu and Gainetdinov, 2011).
In the direct pathway, the SNpc releases a large amount of DA
to activate GABAergic projection neurons in the striatum, which
can inhibit the globus pallidus internus (GPi) and substantia
nigra pars reticulata (SNpr) (Grillner and Robertson, 2016).
The thalamus is normally inhibited by the globus pallidus and
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FIGURE 4 | Effects of activation or inhibition of D1R-containing neurons in the dSTR on total distance and resting time in the open-field test in mice. (A) Evaluations
of the trajectory in the open-field test in mice 30 min after the injection of saline (i.p. Saline) or CNO (i.p. CNO) in the WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group
(WT + m), D1R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (Veh + m), D1R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (TS + m), D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. Saline
group (Veh + Gq), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. Saline group (TS + Gq), D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. Saline group (Veh + Gi), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. Saline group
(TS + Gi), WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (WT + m), D1R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (Veh + m), D1R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO
group (TS + m), D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. CNO group (Veh + Gq), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. CNO group (TS + Gq), D1R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. CNO group
(Veh + Gi), D1R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. CNO group (TS + Gi) on day 23. (B) Total distance in the open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the
injection of saline (i.p. Saline) on day 23. (C) Total distance in the open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO) on
day 23. (D) Resting time in the open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the injection of saline (i.p. Saline) on day 23. (E) Resting time in the
open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO) on day 23. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM (n = 6 mice in each
group), and the black line segment indicates the differences between groups, * represents P < 0.05 between marked groups, and n.s. represents P > 0.05 between
marked groups.
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FIGURE 5 | Effects of activation or inhibition of the D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc and dSTR on stereotyped behavior in mice. (A) Evaluations of stereotyped
behavior scores of mice injected with virus in the SNpc 30 min after the injection of saline (i.p. Saline) in the WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (WT + m),
D2R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (Veh + m), D2R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (TS + m), D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. Saline group
(Veh + Gq), D2R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. Saline group (TS + Gq), D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. Saline group (Veh + Gi), D2R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. Saline group
(TS + Gi) on day 23. (B) Evaluations of stereotyped behavior scores of mice injected with virus in the SNpc 30 min after the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO) in the
WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (WT + m), D2R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (Veh + m), D2R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO group
(TS + m), D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. CNO group (Veh + Gq), D2R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. CNO group (TS + Gq), D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. CNO group
(Veh + Gi), D2R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. CNO group (TS + Gi) on day 23. (C) Evaluations of stereotyped behavior scores of mice injected with virus in the dSTR 30 min
after the injection of saline (i.p. Saline) in each group on day 23. (D) Evaluations of stereotyped behavior scores of mice injected with virus in the dSTR 30 min after
the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO) in each group on day 23. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM (n = 6 mice in each group), and the black line segment indicates the
differences between groups, * represents P < 0.05 between marked groups, n.s. represents P > 0.05 between marked groups.

the SNpr. When the direct pathway is activated, the thalamus
is disinhibited and it sends excitatory impulses back to the
cortex, thus promoting movement (Figure 8; Cui G. et al., 2013;
Dobbs et al., 2016).

In this study, we found that chemogenetic inhibition of
D1R- or D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc significantly
alleviated behavioral stereotypies in TS mice. In the SNpc,
D1R, and D2R are expressed on both dopaminergic neurons
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FIGURE 6 | Effects of activation or inhibition of D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc on total distance and resting time in the open-field test in mice. (A) Evaluations
of the trajectory in the open-field test in mice 30 min after the injection of saline (i.p. Saline) or CNO (i.p. CNO) in the WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group
(WT + m), D2R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (Veh + m), D2R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (TS + m), D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. Saline
group (Veh + Gq), D2R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. Saline group (TS + Gq), D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. Saline group (Veh + Gi), D2R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. Saline group
(TS + Gi), WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (WT + m), D2R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (Veh + m), D2R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO
group (TS + m), D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. CNO group (Veh + Gq), D2R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. CNO group (TS + Gq), D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. CNO group
(Veh + Gi), D2R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. CNO group (TS + Gi) on day 23. (B) Total distance in the open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the
injection of saline (i.p. Saline) on day 23. (C) Total distance in the open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO) on
day 23. (D) Resting time in the open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the injection of saline (i.p. Saline) on day 23. (E) Resting time in the
open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO) on day 23. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM (n = 6 mice in each
group), and the black line segment indicates the differences between groups, * represents P < 0.05 between marked groups, and n.s. represents P > 0.05 between
marked groups.
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FIGURE 7 | Effects of activation or inhibition of D2R-containing neurons in the dSTR on total distance and resting time in the open-field test in mice. (A) Evaluations
of the trajectory in the open-field test in mice 30 min after the injection of saline (i.p. Saline) or CNO (i.p. CNO) in the WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group
(WT + m), D2R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (Veh + m), D2R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. Saline group (TS + m), D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. Saline
group (Veh + Gq), D2R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. Saline group (TS + Gq), D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. Saline group (Veh + Gi), D2R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. Saline group
(TS + Gi), WT + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (WT + m), D2R-cre + Vehicle + mCherry + i.p. CNO group (Veh + m), D2R-cre + IDPN + mCherry + i.p. CNO
group (TS + m), D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gq + i.p. CNO group (Veh + Gq), D2R-cre + IDPN + Gq + i.p. CNO group (TS + Gq), D2R-cre + Vehicle + Gi + i.p. CNO group
(Veh + Gi), D2R-cre + IDPN + Gi + i.p. CNO group (TS + Gi) on day 23. (B) Total distance in the open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the
injection of saline (i.p. Saline) on day 23. (C) Total distance in the open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO) on
day 23. (D) Resting time in the open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the injection of saline (i.p. Saline) on day 23. (E) Resting time in the
open-field test within 10 min in mice of each group 30 min after the injection of CNO (i.p. CNO) on day 23. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM (n = 6 mice in each
group), and the black line segment indicates the differences between groups, * represents P < 0.05 between marked groups, and n.s. represents P > 0.05 between
marked groups.
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FIGURE 8 | Hypothesis diagram of direct and indirect pathways of basal ganglia motor regulatory system. The blue arrow represents glutamatergic (Glu) neuron
transmission. The green arrow indicates GABAergic neuron transmission. The red arrow represents dopaminergic neuron transmission. The solid line represents
activation. The dashed line indicates inhibition.

and inhibitory interneurons (Figures 9A,B; Yung et al., 1995;
Yang et al., 2019). Chemogenetic inhibition of D1R- or D2R-
containing dopaminergic neurons may inhibit the release of DA
in the direct pathway and reduce movement, thus alleviating
involuntary behavioral stereotypies. Although chemogenetic
inhibition of D1R- or D2R-containing inhibitory interneurons
may disinhibit D1R or D2R-containing dopaminergic neurons,
dopaminergic neurons were already inhibited by chemogenetic
approach and could not be activated. In our study, D1R-
or D2R-containing neurons were manipulating, not D1R
or D2R receptors. As a result, chemogenetic inhibition of
D1R- or D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc produced the
same effects of reducing movement. However, chemogenetic
activation of D1R- or D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc
did not aggravate the behavioral stereotypies of vehicle-treated
and TS mice. It has been demonstrated that D1R or D2R
is also expressed in inhibitory interneurons in the SNpc
(Cover et al., 2019; Ohira, 2019) and can be activated by
a chemogenetic approach to inhibit D1R- or D2R-containing
dopaminergic neurons (Figures 9A,B). Therefore, chemogenetic
activation of D1R- or D2R-containing neurons did not
affect movement.

In our study, after inhibiting or activating D1R-containing
neurons in the dSTR, the stereotyped behavior of TS or
vehicle-treated mice was significantly decreased or increased,
respectively. Since D1R is mainly expressed on GABAergic
projection neurons but not inhibitory interneurons in
the dSTR (Figure 9C; Avila-Luna et al., 2019; Assali
et al., 2021), chemogenetic inhibition of D1R-containing

neurons in the dSTR may inhibit the direct pathway,
thus alleviating the stereotyped behavior of the TS model.
Although chemogenetically activating D1R-containing
neurons might have enhance the direct pathway, it only
induced stereotyped behavior in vehicle-treated mice, but
did not deteriorate the stereotyped behavior of TS mice.
This might be the reason why the behavioral stereotypies of
TS mice reached a peak and would not increase further by
chemogenetic activation. This suggests that the activation of
D1R-containing neurons in the dSTR may be involved in the
pathogenesis of TS.

As shown in Figure 8, in the indirect pathway, the striatum
transmits inhibitory efferent stimuli to the globus pallidus
externus (GPe), which in turn disinhibits the subthalamic
nucleus (STN), leading to increased excitement of the GPi
and SNpr, thus inhibiting the thalamus and weakening
the excitement of the cortex (Hadipour-Niktarash et al.,
2012). Therefore, the activation of the indirect pathway can
inhibit the movement (Freeze et al., 2013). In this study,
we found that chemogenetic activation of D2R-containing
neurons in the dSTR did not significantly affect the behavioral
stereotypies of vehicle-treated mice. This may be due to the
activation of various types of D2R-containing neurons in
the dSTR, including GABAergic projection neurons that can
inhibit movement in indirect pathways, as well as inhibitory
GABAergic or acetylcholinergic interneurons, which can inhibit
GABAergic projection neurons (Figure 9D; Alcantara et al.,
2003; Maurice et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2009; Jijon-Lorenzo
et al., 2018; Brandenburg et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020). Since
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FIGURE 9 | Hypothesis diagram of experimental mechanism. (A) Hypothesis
diagram of chemogenetic inhibition or activation of D1R-containing neurons in
the SNpc. (B) Hypothesis diagram of chemogenetic inhibition or activation of
D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc. (C) Hypothesis diagram of
chemogenetic inhibition or activation of D1R-containing neurons in the dSTR.
(D) Hypothesis diagram of chemogenetic inhibition or activation of
D2R-containing neurons in the dSTR. The solid line or plus sign indicates
activation. The dashed line or minus sign indicates inhibition.

D2R-containing projection and interneurons played the opposite
role in movement, chemogenetic activation of D2R-containing
neurons in the dSTR had no significant effect on behavioral
stereotypies in mice.

Previous studies have found that enhanced GABA
transmission drives bradykinesia following the loss of D2R
signaling in medium spiny neurons of the indirect pathway
(Lemos et al., 2016). After inhibiting D2R-containing neurons
in the dSTR, the involuntary behavioral stereotypies of TS
mice were alleviated. This result was different from what
we expected, we speculated that this may be because the
number of D2R-containing inhibitory interneurons in
the dSTR exceeds that of GABAergic projection neurons.
After both are chemogenetically inhibited, the activity of
inhibitory interneurons is greatly reduced, and GABAergic
projection neurons in the indirect pathway are disinhibited,
thereby inhibiting movement (Figure 9D). Since we found
that chemogenetic inhibition of D1R- or D2R-containing
neurons in the SNpc and dSTR can alleviate involuntary
behavioral stereotypies in TS mice, we speculated that
inhibiting D1R- and D2R-containing neurons in the
SNpc and dSTR at the same time may have a better
therapeutic effect.

In this study, after inhibiting D1R- or D2R-containing
neurons in the SNpc or dSTR, the total distance of TS mice
in the open-field test was decreased and the resting time was
increased, indicating that spontaneous locomotor activities of
TS mice were reduced. After activating D1R- but not D2R-
containing neurons in the dSTR, the spontaneous locomotor
activities of vehicle-treated mice in the open-field test were
increased, which was similar to the result of the stereotyped
behavior test and mainly due to the expression of D2R but
not D1R on inhibitory interneurons in the dSTR. The rotarod
test was used to evaluate the motor coordination in mice.
Previous studies have shown that chemogenetic activation or
inhibition of direct or indirect pathways does not impair
motor coordination (Kravitz et al., 2010). Our study found that
after activating or inhibiting D1R- or D2R-containing neurons
in the SNpc or dSTR, the movement coordination of mice
in each group was not affected, which was consistent with
previous studies.

Previous studies have demonstrated that D1R and D2R
antagonists have extrapyramidal side effects (Peacock et al.,
1999). The clinical use of dopaminergic agonists or antagonists
can disturb the regulation of blood pressure leading to
either hypo- or hypertension, respectively (Gonsai et al.,
2018). In addition, chemogenetic strategy is a more precise
intervention on a specific target, which is the advantages of
this technology. Therefore, we used chemogenetic strategies to
selectively activate or inhibit D1R- or D2R-containing neurons
in the SNpc or dSTR, which also provided guidance on
the clinical treatment of TS, such as deep brain stimulation
(DBS). The targets applied for DBS in TS include the
STN, the GPi, and the GPe (Rotsides and Mammis, 2013;
Andrade and Visser-Vandewalle, 2016; Zhu et al., 2019); the
exploration of these brain regions will become our next
research direction.
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In conclusion, we found that chemogenetic inhibition of
D1R- or D2R-containing neurons in the SNpc and dSTR
significantly alleviated involuntary behavioral stereotypies
in TS mice, which may provide a new approach for
the treatment of TS, and help overcome the clinical
problem of TS. Moreover, the activation of D1R-containing
neurons in the dSTR could also contribute to the
occurrence of TS, which may be a more specific target
for TS treatment.
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